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ABSTRACT
In many areas of imaging science, it is difficult to measure the phase of linear measurements. As such, one
often wishes to reconstruct a signal from intensity measurements, that is, perform phase retrieval. In several
applications the signal in question is believed to be sparse. In this paper, we use ideas from the recently developed
polarization method for phase retrieval and provide an algorithm that is guaranteed to recover a sparse signal from
a number of phaseless linear measurements that scales linearly with the sparsity of the signal (up to logarithmic
factors). This is particularly remarkable since it is known that a certain popular class of convex methods is not
able to perform recovery unless the number of measurements scales with the square of the sparsity of the signal.
This is a shorter version of a more complete publication that will appear elsewhere.1
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many areas of imaging science, it is difficult to measure the phase of linear measurements. This motivates the
use of absolute values (squared) of linear measurements, called intensity measurements. Formally, given a set of
measurement vectors Φ = {ϕi}Ni=1 ⊆ CM and a signal x ∈ CM we consider measurements of the form
zℓ := |〈x, ϕℓ〉|2 + νℓ, (1)
where νℓ is noise; we call these noisy intensity measurements.
Phase retrieval is the problem of recovering a signal from measurements of the form (1) up to a global phase
factor, as there is a trivial ambiguity of multiplying x by a unit-modulus complex number. This problem plays
an important role in areas such as X-ray crystallography,2–4 diffraction imaging,5 astronomy6 and optics.7
Many recent interesting theoretical work has been trying to understand for which measurement systems Φ
intensity measurements are injective or even stable, potentially allowing stable recovery from noisy intensity
measurements of the form (1). In 2006 it was shown8 that generic measurement systems with N ≥ 4M − 2
are injective and it is now conjectured that the same should be true for N ≥ 4M − 4 and that, moreover, no
measurement system with N < 4M−4 is injective.9 Recent work has also been done on stability9, 10 guaranteeing
stability, on the real case, for N = O(M).
Classical algorithms11 used to tackle this problem are often based on alternating projection ideas, trying to
find y = Φ∗x by alternating between having y satisfy the intensity measurements and belonging to the column
space of Φ∗. Most of these methods lack guarantees and often have problems with local minima.
Based on the fact that intensity measurements (1) can be written as linear measurements of a lifted version
of the signal X = xx∗, Candes, Strohmer and Voroninski12 proposed PhaseLift, a method that is able to stably
perform phase retrieval, in polynomial time, from only N = O (M logM) gaussian measurement vectors. This
result has later been refined to N = O (M)13 and a few similar alternatives have been proposed.14, 15 These
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methods are however based on Semidefinite Programming, which although solvable in polynomial time, is still
rather computationally expensive and not sufficiently efficient for many applications.
With the objective of performing phase retrieval in a more computationally efficient manner, an alternative
method was recently proposed, the polarization method,16 which is able to stably perform phase retrieval from
N = O (M logM) design measurements without the Semidefinite Programming overhead computational cost.
In fact, its computational cost is essentially the same as the one of solving the linear system in case one did
have access to the phases of the measurements. While the measurement vectors for the polarization method
do need to be designed there is significant flexibility on its design, and evidence of this is the application of
the polarization method to rescontruct a signal from the power spectrum of masked versions of it.17 As it will
become clear below, we will adapt the polarization method to the reconstruction of sparse vectors.
Let us assume that x ∈ CM is k-sparse, meaning that it has, at most, k non-zero entries. The seminal papers
of Donoho, Candes, Tao, and Romberg18–22 introduced Compressed Sensing, which essentially is the idea that
one can reconstruct x from N ≪M linear measurements provided the measurements satisfy certain properties,
probably the most popular of which being the Restricted Isometry Property.23 Remarkably, efficient and stable
recovery, via ℓ1 minimization, of k-sparse vectors is possible for values of N as small as N = O
(
k log Mk
)
.
This paper is concerned with a hybrid of the Compressed Sensing and Phase Retrieval. We are interested
in recovering a k-sparse signal x ∈ CM from noisy intensity measurements of the form (1). This problem was
introduced at least as early as 2007 by the name of “Compressive Phase Retrieval”.24
Problem 1.1 (The Sparse Phase Retrieval problem). Given a set of measurement vectors Φ =
{ϕi}Ni=1 ⊆ CM reconstruct a k-sparse signal x ∈ CM from noisy intensity measurements of the form (1).
More recently, the PhaseLift method was adapted to this variant of the Phase Retrieval problem.25 Shortly
after is was shown that this method succeeds for N = Ω(k2 log(M)).26 Interestingly, this is rather tight since a
certain class of PhaseLift-like problems was shown to fail for N = O (k2 log−2(M)).26 This contrasts with the
fact that the intensity measurement process is known to, at least in the real case, be injective and stable for N
as small as O (k log Mk ).10
The main contribution of this paper is to fill this gap and present an efficient algorithm that is able to stably
reconstruct any k-sparse vector from N = O(k logM) noisy intensity measurements. Remarkably, the number of
measurement is essentially of the same order as the number of ones needed to solve the classical sparse recovery
problem where the phases of the measurements are known.
2. THE POLARIZATION PHASE-RETRIEVAL PROCEDURE (PPP)
The method we propose is an adaptation of the polarization method.16 We now motivate the main ideas behind
the polarization method. Take a finite set V , and suppose we take (noiseless, for the sake of clarity) intensity
measurements of x ∈ CM with a spanning set ΦV := {ϕi}i∈V ⊆ CM . Having |〈x, ϕi〉| for every i ∈ V , we claim
it suffices to determine the relative phase between 〈x, ϕi〉 and 〈x, ϕj〉 for sufficiently many pairs of i 6= j. Indeed,
if we had this information, we could arbitrarily assign some nonzero coefficient ci = |〈x, ϕi〉| to have positive
phase. If 〈x, ϕj〉 is also nonzero, then it has well-defined relative phase
ρij :=
( 〈x,ϕi〉
|〈x,ϕi〉|
)−1 〈x,ϕj〉
|〈x,ϕj〉| , (2)
which determines the phase of the |〈x, ϕj〉| measurement by multiplication: cj = ρij |〈x, ϕj〉|. After having the
phases of the linear measurements x can be reconstructed using a standard least-squares approach.
The term “polarization” comes from the fact that we leverage the polarization identity to obtain the relative
phase ρij from intensity measurements of other measurement vectors. More precisely, taking ζ := e
2πi/3 one has,
for any 〈x, ϕi〉 and 〈x, ϕj〉,
〈x, ϕi〉〈x, ϕj〉 = 1
3
2∑
k=0
ζk
∣∣〈x, ϕi〉+ ζ−k〈x, ϕj〉∣∣2 = 1
3
2∑
k=0
ζk
∣∣〈x, ϕi + ζkϕj〉∣∣2. (3)
Thus, if in addition to ΦV we measure with {ϕi+ ζkϕj}2k=0, we can use (3) to determine 〈x, ϕi〉〈x, ϕj〉 and then
normalize to get the relative phase:
ρij :=
( 〈x,ϕi〉
|〈x,ϕi〉|
)−1 〈x,ϕj〉
|〈x,ϕj〉| =
〈x,ϕi〉〈x,ϕj〉
|〈x,ϕi〉〈x,ϕj〉|
, (4)
provided both 〈x, ϕi〉 and 〈x, ϕj〉 are nonzero.
In practice the measurements are noisy which renders the relative phase calculation noisy as well,
ρˆij =
〈x,ϕi〉〈x,ϕj〉+εij
|〈x,ϕi〉〈x,ϕj〉+εij |
, (5)
and a small |〈x, ϕj〉| would imply a blowup of the noise because of the normalization (5). There is also the
difficulty of how to estimate the phases of the measurements from these noisy relative phases (5).
We can represent the measurement system with a graph, having a vertex for each element in ΦV and, for
each edge (i, j), include the measurements {ϕi + ζkϕj}2k=0 denoting this “edge” set of measurements as ΦE .
We will be interested in measurement designs associated with sparse graphs as we want to keep the number of
measurements as low as possible. Provided that the vertex measurements are non-zero (and the measurement
process is noiseless) a connected graph is necessary and sufficient to ensure that one can obtain the vertex phases
from the relative phases. A naive approach is to start at a vertex i and travel through a spanning tree obtaining
the new vertex phases by multiplying by the relative phases and the phases of the previous vertex. However,
when the measurements are noisy this process will typically suffer from error accumulation.27
After the measurements are obtained a (small) ratio of the vertex measurements, corresponding to the lowest
intensity measurements, is removed to avoid the possible blowup of noise upon the calculation of the relative phase
(5). The idea is that, provided that the graph has good enough connectivity properties and the removed ratio
is small enough, the surviving graph will contain a large enough subgraph that is still connected and the error
on the relative phases for that subgraph is controlled. At this point the phases of the vertex measurements are
estimated using a robust and “democratic” method known as Angular Synchronization27 that takes into account
all the relative phases instead of just a spanning tree. Finally, estimates for the surviving vertex measurements
are computed by combining the estimated phase with the intensity measurement. In order to control the effect
of phase error on the actual linear measurement estimation, a few large vertex associated intensity measurements
are discarded (this is a purely technical step). It is then a classical least-squares problem to recover the signal
from these linear measurements.
The Polarization Phase-Retrieval Procedure (PPP)16 is a procedure that uses the ideas briefly described
above to, from noisy intensity measurements from a graph associated measurement system [ΦV ,ΦE ], recover
estimates for a large subset of the vertex associated linear measurements (meaning with phase). In the reminder
of this section we describe this procedure.
PPP requires the measurement system to be designed with a graph G having sufficiently good connectivity
properties and a few parameters to be set a priori: rSV , rLV and τ . They are essentially the ratios of vertex
measurements discarded for respectively: the removal procedure that discards low vertex intensity measurement,
the removal procedure for the largest vertex measurements, and the total portion of removed vertex measurements
(including also the ones removed to insure the connectivity of the graph). In order for the stability guarantees
to work, among other things, these parameters need to be smaller than 13 and satisfy
τ >
3
2
rSV + rLV +
3
4
(1− λ2),
where λ2 is the spectral gap of the graph G, a quantitive notion of connectivity.
28 Essentially, for fixed d, it is
possible to build regular graphs with degree d, meaning that |E| = d2 |V |, and λ2 = 1−O
(
1√
d
)
.29
The first step of PPP is to prune the graph by discarding vertices with low intensity measurements that
would cause instabilities in the recovery process, this is accomplished by Algorithm 1.
Since Algorithm 1 can potentially destroy the connectivity properties of the graph another pruning step
needs to be taken, Algorithm 3, to find a subgraph of the output of Algorithm 1 which has good connectivity
Algorithm 1: Pruning for reliability
Input: Graph G = (V,E), function f : E → R such that f(i, j) = |〈x, ϕi〉〈x, ϕj〉+ εij |, parameter α
Output: Subgraph H with a larger smallest edge weight
Initialize H ← G
for i = 1 to ⌊(1− α)|V |⌋ do
Find the minimizer (i, j) ∈ E of f
H ← H \ {i, j}
end
Algorithm 2: Spectral clustering
Input: Graph G = (V,E)
Output: Subset of vertices S
Take D to be the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees and A to be the adjacency matrix
Compute the Laplacian L← I −D−1/2AD−1/2
Compute an eigenvector u corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of L
for i = 1 to |V | do
Let Si denote the vertices corresponding to the i smallest entries of D
−1/2u
Let E(Si, S
c
i ) denote the number of edges between Si and S
c
i
hi ← E(Si, Sci )/min{
∑
v∈Si deg(v),
∑
v∈Sc
i
deg(v)}
end
Take S to be the Si of minimal hi (or S
c
i if this has smaller size)
properties. In order to find areas of the graph that lack good levels of connectivity, the pruning method uses a
Spectral Clustering method,28 Algorithm 2.
After having the relative phases of a subgraph with sufficiently good connectivity Angular Synchroniza-
tion27, 30 (Algorithm 4) outputs estimates for the phases of the vertex measurements whose error is comparable
with the noise in the relative phases.30
PPP, Algorithm 5, is essentially composed by these subroutines. Section 4 contains a statement about the
stability guarantee for PPP that is shown in a previous publication.16 As we will see in the next Section, PPP
is somewhat flexible and can be used as a subroutine to perform sparse phase recovery.
3. SPARSE PHASE RECOVERY ALGORITHM
In this Section we propose an algorithm to solve the Sparse Phase Recovery problem. It will be based on the PPP.
For PPP to succeed one needs to design both a favorable vertex measurement set and graph G with sufficient
connectivity. Essentially the vertex measurement should guarantee that, for any signal of interest x ∈ CM , the
number of vertices with either too small or too large of an intensity measurement is small, in order to control the
number of vertices that have to be removed. The graph needs to have sufficiently nice connectivity properties
so that this vertex removal does not destroy its connectivity. Finally, the vertex measurement system needs to
be robust to erasures as one recovers the phase of just a (large) subset of the measurements.
The vertex measurement system is drawn randomly, each measurement vector is i.i.d. with complex gaussian
i.i.d. entries with variance 1M . To build the graph we leverage the theory of expanders,
29 after picking d
sufficiently large, one can build a regular graph with degree d and λ2 ≥ 1− 2
√
d−1+ε
d , for any a priori chosen ε.
29
After using PPP we get a subset Vˆ ⊆ V and noisy estimates
yˆ = Φ∗
Vˆ
x+ e.
As we will see in the next section, we will have that ΦVˆ satisfies the Restricted Isometry Property which will
allow us to reconstruct the k-sparse vector x from yˆ with Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 3: Pruning for connectivity
Input: Graph G = (V,E), pruning parameter µ
Output: Subgraph H with spectral gap λ2(H) ≥ µ
Initialize H ← G
while λ2(H) < µ do
Perform spectral clustering (Algorithm 2) to identify a small set of vertices S
H ← H \ S
end
Algorithm 4: Angular synchronization
Input: Graph G′ = (V ′, E′), noisy versions of (3) for every {i, j} ∈ E′
Output: Vector of phases corresponding to vertex measurements
Let A1 denote the matrix given by the noisy estimations of the relative phase ρij whenever {i, j} ∈ E′,
and otherwise A1[i, j] = 0
Let D denote the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees
Compute the connection Laplacian L1 ← I −D−1/2A1D−1/2
Compute an eigenvector u corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of L1
Output the phases of the coordinates of u
The whole procedure reads as follows:
Measurement Design
• Fix d > 2 even and ε sufficiently small.
• Given M , pick some d-regular graph G = (V,E) with spectral gap λ2 ≥ 1 − 2
√
d−1+ε
d and |V | = ck logM
for c sufficiently large, and arbitrarily direct the edges.
• Design the measurements Φ := ΦV ∪ΦE by taking ΦV := {ϕi}i∈V ⊆ CM to have independent entries with
distribution CN (0, 1M ) and ΦE :=
⋃
(i,j)∈E{ϕi + ζkϕj}2k=0.
Sparse Phase Retrieval Procedure
• Run PPP (Algorithm 5) picking appropriate parameters rSV , rLV , and τ to get a vertex subset Vˆ and
estimates yˆ of the linear measurements corresponding to Vˆ .
• Perform ℓ1 minimization (Algorithm 6) with y ← yˆ and A← Φ∗Vˆ to recover x.
4. RECOVERABILITY AND STABILITY GUARANTEES
This section deals with the analysis of the Sparse Phase Retrieval Algorithm proposed in the previous section.
This section serves only as a brief overview and the proofs are omitted. We direct the reader to a more complete
publication1 for more details.
4.1 Guarantees for PPP
In order to control the size of the smallest and largest vertex intensity measurements after the graph pruning step
we define normalized Projective Uniformity for Small Vertices (nPUSV) and normalized Projective Uniformity
for Large Vertices (nPULV).
Algorithm 5: Polarization Phase-retrieval Procedure (PPP)
Input: A measurement system [ΦV ,ΦE ] based on graph G, noisy intensity measurements (1) and
parameters rSV , rLV , and τ
Output: Vˆ a subset of the vertex set V satisfying |Vˆ | ≥ τ |V | and estimates for the linear measurements
associated with ΦVˆ in the form of a vector yˆ indexed by Vˆ
• Given {|〈x, ϕℓ〉|2 + νℓ}Nℓ=1, prune the graph G, keeping only reliable vertices by using Algorithm 1 for
α = 1− rSV2
• Prune the remaining induced subgraph for connectivity, using Algorithm 3 with
µ = 29
(
τ − [32rSV + rLV + 34 (1− λ2)])2, to produce the vertex set V ′
• Estimate the phases of the vertex measurements of V ′ from the relative phases using Angular
Synchronization (Algorithm 4)
• Remove the ⌊rLV |V |⌋ vertices with the largest intensity measurements, keeping |Vˆ | ≥ (1− τ)|V |
• Compute estimates, for i ∈ Vˆ , as yˆi = ui
√|zi|, where ui is the estimated phase output in the Angular
Synchronization step
Algorithm 6: ℓ1 minimization
Input: Noisy linear measurements y = Ax+ e of a k-sparse vector x ∈ CM
Output: An estimate xˆ of x
Given a bound E ≥ ‖e‖2, compute xˆ solution of
min
x
‖x‖1 subject to ‖Ax− y‖2 ≤ E
Definition 4.1 (nPUSV and nPULV). Given a set of measurement vectors ΦV , a signal x ∈ CM , and a
pruning parameter α we define nPUSV and nPULV as
nPUSV(ΦV , x;α) = M

 max
I⊆V
|I|≥α|V |
min
i∈I
|〈x, ϕi〉|2

 ,
and
nPULV(ΦV , x;α) = M

 min
I⊆V
|I|≥α|V |
max
i∈I
|〈x, ϕi〉|2

 .
The idea will be to give bounds to these quantities that are uniform to all possible choices of signals x ∈ CM
of interest. With these definitions we can present a guarantee for PPP which can be easily obtained from the
analysis in the first polarization-based phase retrieval paper.16
Theorem 4.2 (Guarantee of PPP16). Given x ∈ CM , a measurement system [ΦV ,ΦE ] based on a graph
with spectral gap λ2 and parameters rSV <
1
3 , rLV <
1
3 and τ <
1
3 such that τ >
3
2rSV + rLV +
3
4 (1−λ2) suppose
the Polarization Phase-Retrieval Procedure (PPP) receives noisy intensity measurements
zl = |〈x, φl〉|2 + νl for l ∈ V ∪ E.
Then there exist two constants c1 and c2 depending only on: τ − 32rSV + rLV + 34 (1 − λ2), a lower bound on
nPUSV
(
ΦV , x; 1− 14rSV
)
and an upper-bound on nPULV
(
ΦV , x; 1− 12rLV
)
such that, as long as,
SNR :=
‖x‖2
‖ν‖2 ≥ c1
√
M,
it outputs a set Vˆ ⊆ V such that |Vˆ | ≥ τ |V | and an estimate yˆ indexed by Vˆ such that
min
θ∈[0,2π)
‖yˆ − eiθΦ∗
Vˆ
x‖2 ≤ c2
(√
M
SNR
+
√
|V |
M
) √
M
SNR
‖x‖2.
4.2 Main Theorem – Guarantee for Sparse Phase Retrieval
There are essentially two adaptations that need to be done to the original polarization phase retrieval analysis16
to adapt it to the sparse case: a new bound on Projective Uniformity constants (Lemma 4.3) and an erasure
robust version of the Restricted Isometry Property (Lemma 4.7).
As the original algorithm needs to be able to recover every possible signal x ∈ CM one needs to bound the
Projective Uniformity constants (Definition 4.1) over all signals x ∈ CM which required N ∼ M logM . Here,
however, we only need to control the Projective Uniformity constants for k-sparse vectors x ∈ CM , and so this
vastly decreases the union bounding that is needed and allows for N ∼ k logM .
Lemma 4.3 (Bound on Projective Uniformity constants1). Let 23 < α < 1 be fixed. For sufficiently
large M , let ΦV := {ϕi}i∈V ⊆ CM be drawn randomly to have independent entries with distribution CN (0, 1M ).
There exist constants csv and clv, depending only on α, such that the following holds with high probability: for
all k-sparse signals x ∈ CM
csv ≤ nPUSV(ΦV , x;α) ≤ nPULV(ΦV , x;α) ≤ clv.
Lemma 4.3 essentially allows us to use the analysis of performance of PPP (Theorem 4.2) to guarantee
that it outputs a set Vˆ ⊆ V such that |Vˆ | ≥ τ |V | and an estimate yˆ indexed by Vˆ whose distance (up to a
global phase factor) to Φ∗
Vˆ
x we can control. This means that after using PPP we have noisy “measurements”
yˆ = Φ∗
Vˆ
x from which we want to recover the k-sparse signal x. In the last decade there was significant progress
in understanding when such recovery is possible, a very popular sufficient condition on the involved matrix is
known as the Restricted Isometry Property
Definition 4.4 (Restricted Isometry Property). We say that a matrix A satisfies the (2k, δ)-Restricted
Isometry Property (RIP) if, for every 2k-sparse vector x,
(1 − δ)‖x‖2 ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ (1 + δ)‖x‖2.
It’s popularity is justified by the following theorem:23
Theorem 4.5. Suppose an n ×M matrix A has the (2, δ)-Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) for some δ <√
2 − 1. Then, for every k-sparse vector x ∈ CM , Algorithm 6 takes as input noisy measurements y = Ax + e
and, assuming ‖e‖ ≤ E, outputs x˜ satisfying ‖x˜− x‖ ≤ Cε, where C only depends on δ.
If Φ∗
Vˆ
has the
(
2K, 13
)
-RIP then using Algorithm 6 with the estimates yˆ will provide an estimate x˜ for which
we can control the error, minθ∈(0,2π] ‖x˜− eiθx‖, with respect to the true signal x. It turns out Φ∗Vˆ does have the
desired property because one can show that that ΦV is RIP in a erasure robust way.
Definition 4.6 (erasure robust RIP). We say that an |V | ×M matrix A satisfies the erasure robust
Restricted Isometry Property for (k, δ, τ), (k, δ, τ)-erRIP, if for every selection T of |T | = ⌊(1 − τ)M⌋ rows, the
matrix formed by the rows indexed by T is (k, δ)-RIP.
It turns out that one can show1 that if τ is a sufficiently small parameter, the described measurement design
renders, with high probability, ΦV a
(
2k, 13 , τ
)
-erRIP matrix. This is made precise in the lemma below. The
proof is omitted and available in a more complete publication1 but it essentially consists of adapting a simple
proof31 that random matrices satisfy RIP by union bounding not only on all possible subset of columns with a
given size but also on all possible choices of surviving rows T .
Lemma 4.7 (erRIP matrices1). Let τ be sufficiently small. Let A be a |V | × M matrix with random
gaussian iid. entries with distribution CN (0, 1M ). Then, there exist positive constants c1 and c3 such that (for
sufficiently large M), for all k < c1|V | log−1(M), we have that
√
M
(1−τ)|V |A is erasure robust RIP, more precisely,√
M
(1−τ)|V |A is
(
k, 13 , τ
)
-erRIP with high probability.
Our main result, whose proof essentially consists of the arguments briefly described above and can be found
in a more complete publication,1 reads as follows:
Theorem 4.8. Pick N ∼ c0k logM with c0 sufficiently large and take {ϕℓ}Nℓ=1 = ΦV ∪ ΦE defined in the
measurement design. Then there exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that the following holds with high probability for
all k-sparse signals x ∈ CM : Consider measurements of the form
zℓ := |〈x, ϕℓ〉|2 + νℓ.
If the normalized signal-to-noise ratio satisfies nSNR := ‖x‖
2
‖ν‖
√
k logM
M ≥ c1
√
k logM
M , then the sparse phase
retrieval procedure (described in Section 3) produces an estimate x˜ from {zℓ}Nℓ=1 with squared relative error
‖x˜− eiθx‖2
‖x‖2 ≤ c2
(
1
nSNR
+ 1
)
1
nSNR
for some phase θ ∈ [0, 2π).
If the intensity measurements zℓ := |〈x, ϕℓ〉|2 are noiseless then the typical value of a zℓ is on the order of(
1√
M
‖x‖
)2
which means that the ℓ2 norm of typical z is of the order of
√
k logM
M ‖x‖2. This justifies the choice
of normalization for nSNR, the normalized signal-to-noise ratio.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper successfully adapts the polarization method16 to the problem of recovering a sparse signal from noisy
intensity measurements. Our main result (Theorem 4.8) guarantees that the recovery is successful with as few as
N = O(k logM) measurements where M is the ambient dimension of the signal and k its sparsity level. This is
particularly remarkable as it has been shown26 that a certain class of adaptations of PhaseLift to the sparse case
fail for N = O(k2 log−2M). Howerever, there is still a (tiny) gap with respect to stability of the measurement
process which is known10 to hold, at least in the real case, for N = O (k log Mk ).
One advantage of this method is its flexibility to exploit known structure of the signal. After PPP recovers
the phases of the linear measurements the linear inverse problem can be solved in any way that might exploit
structure in the signal (such as ℓ1 exploits sparsity in this application). One immediate observation is that it
can be easily adapted to deal with structured types of sparsity, such as partial sparsity32 or block sparsity.33
The measurement design currently exploits randomness in both guaranteeing good Projective Uniformity
constants and good sparse recovery properties. In particular, we require Φ∗V to be erRIP. Since constructing
deterministic RIP matrices seems to be a particularly difficult problem34 derandomizing the measurement design
described above seems to be a very challenging problem. As checking for the RIP on a matrix is known35 to be
an NP-hard problem it also seems difficult to be able to check whether the measurement system has the desired
properties.
PPP is tuned to allow for worst-case scenario guarantees, however oftentimes an average-case scenario (like
assuming the noise is random) is more representative of the algorithm’s performance on applications. One
interesting line for future work is to tune the algorithm to improve its performance in practice and perform some
average-case analysis. Another interesting open question is related to Fourier Mask measurements; although the
polarization method has been shown to succeed in recovery from noiseless intensity Fourier Mask measurement17
there is no guarantee of stability as in the original phase retrieval with polarization paper16 and the present
paper.
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